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The mysterious, indomitable warrior? Ruthless criminal overlord? The Rielâ€™gesh â€“ mythical
demigod? Dedicated friend and protector? Equipped with skills far beyond those of the outworlders,
Rezkin has been suddenly thrust into a foreign world. The young warrior clings his only known
purpose as he continues his search for any information about his identity and the reason for his
existence. While the hardened warrior scorns both dueling and tournaments, he believes some of
the answers he seeks may be found at the Kingâ€™s Tournament, the greatest dueling
championship in all of the kingdoms. As he searches for the elusive Striker Farson, who may be the
only person alive who holds the clues, the young warrior and his friends embark on a journey
fraught with danger, mystery and intrigue.Amidst fears of the kingdomâ€™s economic collapse,
rumors of an eminent military draft, and the machinations of a mad, tyrannical king, a new revelation
threatens to upend all the warriorâ€™s plans.This is the second book in the ongoing series
â€œKingâ€™s Dark Tidings.â€•Kingâ€™s Dark Tidings SeriesBook 1: Free the DarknessBook 2:
Reign of MadnessThis book is intended for adult readers. It contains graphic violence, creative
language, and sexual innuendo. This book does not contain explicit sexual content.
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I read the first book and loved it. The main character is fairly complex and has a very unique
perspective on the world. The strength of the book comes from the dynamic nature with which the
main character is developed, the way he experiences the world and how his unique upbringing
makes him inhumanely capable in some regards, and painfully naive in others, the juxtaposition
makes for an interesting dichotomy. The way the other characters that surround him adapt and
change is very satisfying the watch unfold as well. The overall plot is interesting, although at the end
of the second book I'm hoping there are still some surprises left for the third...which I'm sure there
will be.For negatives I think the top of the list has to be Frisha, Rezkin's love interest. For all the
interesting layers to Rezkin's personality, and even the dynamic change that has overcome the
nobles and some of the guards surrounding Rezkin, in my opinion Frisha has remained fairly flat.
Frisha continues to react with the same silly jealousy and angry outbursts that have accompanied
her since she was introduced. She hasn't developed any further martially, she hasn't developed in
her new role as a quasi-noble, she hasn't really matured, and she's still treated by Rezkin like a
helpless and silly girl. It's surprising to me that almost all of the other characters, including the
seemingly more minor ones from book 1, have developed much more and much more interestingly
than has Frisha. I'm hoping the author will do something with her in book 3, because I really don't
look forward to more of the same from her.
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